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More than ever, citizens of our world need to be

able to empathize with others.  Yet, we are

living in a time when the rate of children able to

empathize is rapidly decreasing.  This book,

written for parents and educators, shares a

research-based, nine-step plan for reversing

the empathy crisis. Join us in multiple Twitter

chats as we better understand this crisis and

explore solutions to combat the empathy crisis.

If you are interested in this book study, please

fill out the following form: 

https://goo.gl/1o7H9M  
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A NEW 
CLASSROOM 
AND A SENSE 
OF URGENCY 
BY RHONDA LEMIEUX M.ED. 

As I sit and look into a new classroom

a sense of urgency and anxiety fills my

mind and my heart. It has been almost

two years since I have had my own

classroom with my own students. And

with months of anticipation, I am

finally beginning the tough work of

trying to reach a hundred or so

children. I began to think about

reading Patricia Jennings’ book on

mindfulness and her thoughts of how

“society needs greater mindfulness

and heartfulness, [and how] science is

showing us how the simple practice of

attending to the present moment can

change lives” (Jennings, P. 2015, p.

xxiii). I want to attend to the present

moment with these students. I want to

be the best teacher that these children

can get at this specific moment of

their lives. I want to understand and

embrace who they are and where they

are coming from, so I began thinking

about how to reach them. 

 

I begin looking into writing lesson

plans. I begin to think about what the

research says about building a risk-

free, stronger tied social-emotional

learning environment. I begin to

think about how to use the idea of

color to create a guiding sense of who 

“we are” or who “I am” as a person, at

this middle school, in this class and

right this moment. I am aware of the

multitude of faces that I will have

opportunities-if I so choose- to listen

to their goals, dreams, fears and then

facilitate a learning moment that will

hopefully stay with them long after

they leave my classroom. These

lesson plans are now turning my

thoughts towards these specific

children, and asking Gallagher and

Kittles question, “How will these

students be empowered as readers,

writers, listeners, and speakers after a

year under [my] care?” (Gallagher, K.

& Kittle, P. 2018, p. 4). How can I

incorporate the ideas of mindfulness

into my lessons to learn and

understand these children? 

 

I am now turning thoughts to creating

a plan on not the plans themselves,

but a series of ideas on how to reach

these children. I am now realizing that

my sense of urgency and anxiety that I

began this story with has shifted. The

shift? How do I reach each and every

child? How do I begin a year where

every one of these children will know

that I am at this school, in this class,

and here at this moment for them.

These children are my calling. 

 

Now as I begin to think again about

those same lesson plans, I am creating

moments to draw, color, write and the

whole while sharing with one another

our individualities that can bring us

together as a team. A team of learners

who are all reaching for some amount

of success in this ELA classroom.  

 

I will begin by modeling reading

strategies as I share Red:A crayon’s

story by Michael Hall. This picture

book will be used as a mentor piece to

discuss how we are all different and

how what others think of us, maybe

and can be different than who we see

ourselves to be. This discussion will

lead students to be able to now create

a color chart that they can relate to. A

chart of colors that they choose in

order to write how each color

represents who they are during

specific times in a day, in a incident, in

a week. Our closing is al about using a

scavenger hunt idea to find someone

else that is opposite of you and then

find something you may also have in

common.-End of day 1. 

 

As I now move on to days 2-5, I create

more days of reading about colors and

how colors represent other aspects of

who we are. I want this week to

conclude with a plethora of reading

mentor texts to create visuals and

writing each day that focus on self

identity as much as learning about

how our diversity can create a risk-

free and safe environment to read,

write, listen and speak throughout the

year in our classroom.   

Gallagher, K. & Kittle, P. 2018. 180
days: Two teachers and the quest to
engage and empower adolescents.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Hall, M. 2015. Red; A crayon’s story.
New York, NY: Harper Collins Children.
Jennings, P. 2015. Mindfulness for
teachers: Simple skills for peace and
productivity in the classroom. New York,
NY: W.W. Norton & Co.



EVALUATION BLUES
BY AMBER COUNTS 

          An interesting fact about great teachers is that they’re likely to worry the most

about their evaluations, at least until they gain the experience or confidence not to do

so. Some perfectionists may never learn to relax fully. During the past couple of weeks,

pre-summative walkthroughs occurred on my campus. Several teachers – all masters of

their craft – reacted with anxiety, self-reflection, second-guesswork, and often with

frustration about the portion of their lesson that was observed. How many of you have

taught a magical lesson only to have an administrator walk in after all the magical bits,

or leave right before the really great stuff all came together? This happened to me last

Thursday, and I joined my colleagues in sharing regrets like “I wish she would have

seen…” and “If she had just been there ten minutes sooner…” 

          After collaborating to analyze a complex text, my students were writing essays

when my administrator walked in. I was standing at my computer, updating attendance.

Of course, my first thought was “Uh-oh. She’s going to think I just hang out on my

computer while my students work.” I nervously finished the attendance, grabbed a

book, and half-read, half-hovered as my students wrote. At one point, I awkwardly

approached my administrator to explain the context for their writing. I felt completely

out of place in my own domain. But why?  

          Why do we second guess what we know to be good pedagogy? Again, much of it

comes down to that feeling that a snapshot of our class doesn’t capture the whole

picture of what we and our students do. My students needed to write. Our students also

need to read, yet two other teachers told me they were nervous because their students

were engaged in SSR (sustained, silent reading) during their walkthroughs even though

this is an expectation on our campus. So how do those of us who tend to become

stressed out about these evaluations alleviate our fears? Here are some of the strategies

I have found useful: 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 



(CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

Post learning targets, essential questions, etc. each day. 

Post the agenda for the day, so any visitor to the class can see the current activity in

context of the full lesson cycle. 

Trust your administrator to understand that they’re only seeing part of the whole. If

you’re still worried, you can send a follow-up email in which you casually discuss how

great the lesson turned out (or what you learned upon self-reflection). 

Always have extra handouts of any materials so you can provide your visitor with

what the students are working on. 

If you are taking attendance or taking care of other random business that comes up,

just go with it. This is the reality of following all the rules that administration has set,

after all. During one summative evaluation at a previous school, I was actually glad

that my administrator saw just how many times my average class was interrupted

with office passes. Show how you juggle your circus and shine like the awesome

ringleader you are! 

As much as possible, make sure that each day offers what students need: reading,

writing, reflecting, collaborating, and working through some difficult text or thinking.

That way, it won’t feel like you need to put on a show during your evaluation window.

Some teachers use systems such as Talk, Read, Talk, Write by Nancy Motley as a

planning aide. 

Don’t repress your personality when someone visits your room. Your kids will see that

you’re off, and they’ll be off, too. Let your personality shine. Show how engaged you

are with your kids. If you normally use humor, use it. If you read stories with different

voices for different characters, do it. Show why your students feel safe and connected

in your classroom. 

Most importantly, practice self-care. Use your best strategies for stress reduction. I

like to meditate, walk, read, and listen to music. Reducing your stress overall will

help you put evaluations in perspective.  

          I would love to hear your thoughts about the evaluation process or your strategies

for feeling successful. Please let me know at ambercounts@gmail.com or tweet

@mrscounts.  



Hello, educators and colleagues! Special thanks to all of our newsletter contributors for
this issue. We all have interesting stories, reflections on teaching experiences or

strategies, creative writing pieces, lesson plan ideas, or upcoming opportunities to share.
If you would like to have a piece published in the next newsletter, please send it in

according to the schedule listed below. I am looking for anything that will help your
fellow educators or inspire them in some way. Let’s make this a great resource for our

writing and teaching community! 
 

Send entries to: ambercounts@gmail.com with “newsletter” in the subject line 
 

Submissions due: by February 28th, May 31st, August 31st, and November 30th 
 

Corresponding Publication dates:  
On or around: March 5th, June 5th, September 5th and December 5th

As I searched through the traditional

back-to-school teacher memes, I

came across this one - now,

bittersweet. Rest in peace Burt,

Aretha, and all the other greats who

made the world a more interesting

place - just like teachers do

everyday. I hope you've all had a

wonderful return. Please consider

sharing your stories in the next

newsletter. 

(Meme uncredited) 

 

http://realtalkintervention.blogspot.com/

